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About This Game

Red Dead Man-a 2D-action game in which you have to kill a lot of enemies to get to the goal.
The main character-red and for some reason a dead pixel man in his Arsenal rifle, which the player and will fight off the crowds

of enemies.
Kill the boss in the lower level to get the super coin and win the game.

Collect 4 coins to win with a perfect result – it will be hard, but we believe in you.
Advantages of the game:

+ Beautiful pixel art.
+ Difficulty, for hardcore fans

+Intuitive controls
+Detailed physics of subjects
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Title: Red Dead Pixel Man
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
EmiliaD2313
Publisher:
EmiliaD2313
Franchise:
Red Dead Pixel Man
Release Date: 9 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7>

Processor: INTEL Pentium Dual-Core G4400

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce MX150

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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A very good physics puzzle/platformer, I beat it in just under 7 hours. I don't know why this game isn't more popular on steam.

If you like physics games, 3D platform games, or headscratching puzzle games, pick Youropa up.. I'm usually biased against
point-and-click games. I don't like this one. I had to turn it off when I had to craft 1000 bucks worth of stuff in order to
progress. Point-and-click adventures are pretty much good for one kind of experience: Story-telling. This one fails.

I haven't used the creation tools. Maybe they redeem it.. I feel like I have played much much more than Steam is showing for
me on this one. I love the style art and puzzles in this one. $10 is a very fair price for what you get, there is plenty of content for
me and it is all well polished, and has lots of personality. Very postive review!. It did not run at first.....but...

dragonbones is free but most tutorial are in chinesse
spline is too expensive
Blender can do the work but i wanted something easier to use
Dragon bones has flesh mesh so it can modified size and shape as you move the bones
Spline has flesh mesh and is better but it is quite expensive
sprite promised that a long time ago many revisions ago I saw one post that said i t will be coming on version 2.0.

if you know chinesse maybe dragonbones..

but by now I will be testing this that I have in my hands.. now that support contacted me.. slowly but they did answer. thanks for
the linux version!. I initially got this game because I was impressed by the sleek visuals from the trailer. The gameplay is sort of
like tilt brush meets action game where you time enemy attacks and paint to block and counter them. Overall a lot of potential,
but have to see if the developers can excute all the planned features.
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Hum ? Oh. I just woke up. Uh ? Did I just finish a game ?

Well this game is basically made for kids, considering how easy it is & repetititive. I am not even sure my own kids ( the ones
I'll get in X years ) would appreciate. If they do I should probably give them to the science.

Nothing interesting to say, except it is a short puzzle / reflexion game which gives you 100% achievements (=7) + 3/5 Steam
cards in around 30 minutes.

Gonna write an amazing guide about 'how to get these achievements the quickest way' & uninstall it ASAP.. The idea is really
nice. It's just that it's very difficult to get the right setup. At higher levels you don't even get the chance to setup something
correctly, you just bash as hard as you can to try to defeat the cheating AI. Just think of starting with a power of 1 versus 5, and
this time it's not really strategy, because your just by yourself. A little traingled tank with a laser beam.. A fun, yet flawed
version of Space Invaders Extreme.
I really hate saying this, but, I would still recommend the DS version over this. This version has so much to it that kind of ruins
the 2008 nostalgia factor. Most of the optimizations that Degica and Taito say are "improvements," take away the challenge the
original Extreme had. I also am not so happy with Stage 5-B's and 5-C's music being completely replaced, though the
replacements are still very catchy, why couldn't they just be left alone?
I think a classic mode where the changes made in this version are not present, with a separate leaderboard should be added for
the true Space Invaders freaks like myself. If the original was too hard, sure, I would definitely recommend this...
But it got boring a little too quickly. 20 bucks!? You must be outta your mind! When the price was TBD, I was expecting it to be
between 10 and 15 dollars, not 20! I did get it when it was on sale, but it still was a bit on the pricey side for a game that can be
completed in a small amount of time.
Another issue I have is the scoring system... It's FLAWED! If I was playing, then had to leave the game because I have to do
something, I come back and start on the level I was on, and, my score was RESET! I did not even get a Game Over or complete
the game, so I always have to start over. This is basically what made me want to write this.
Some of the formations are out of order, Stage 3-B's formations originally belonged to Stage 4-A, Stage 5-A and 5-B both have
the same formations, Stage 4-B's formations were originally from Stage 3-B, the invader that spins and shoots in all directions
was removed, which upsets me, as well as the invaders that drop explosive projectiles, they're also gone, which makes the
normal stages too easy. Those formations where the invaders are in a circle and move around clockwise or counter-clockwise
just act like regular formations now, which removes the challenge of Stage 5-B, C and D. Those formations that have invaders
clustered together, move to a random part of the screen, stay still for a little, then move again were also changed to just normal
invaders, which upsets me.
I don't feel as successful with completing levels in this version of Space Invaders Extreme, since they feel too easy, and the wave
counter makes the stages feel even shorter. I do not like when the announcer always says, "Great Job," "Excellent," "Good," and,
"Great," but I do not want to disable the voice, just remove those specific voice clips please.
Another nitpick I have is the way the cannon looks. I do not like the spinning blue squares in the center of the cannon, or the
glowing tip as it is firing. Please add an option that can disable that.
Lack of multiplayer bothers most of the players, including myself. Perhaps add it as DLC or something... I want to play the V.S.
mode with people all over the globe without XBOX LIVE GOLD. I hope you also remove the requirement for WiFi connection
in Arcade Mode.
To wrap things up, I must say that the true problem with this game and perhaps the cause of its lack of popularity is not because
of obscurity, but rather the fact that this is nothing new, it has been 3 times before this already, another reason is most likely the
fact that most people prefer Space Invaders Extreme 2 over the first game. I honestly would NOT suggest a remake of Space
Invaders Extreme 2, since it took advantage of both of the DS's screens and was exclusive to the DS, and since the 3DS is
currently dying, remaking Space Invaders Extreme 2 would be difficult, especially when trying to replicate the DS title. To be
honest, for the 45th or 50th anniversary of Space Invaders, you and Taito should make Space Invaders Extreme 3! Perhaps title
it like, "Space Invaders Extr3me," or, "Space Invaders Extrem3." This would definitely be a day one investment for me. Maybe
add some new power-ups and invader colors such as orange, purple, yellow, and pink, also add the mini invader of Space
Invaders Part II and Space Invaders Revolution. I am sure lots of fans, such as myself, would enjoy it as well. Don't just release
it on Steam, however. Release it on Nintendo Switch, PS4 (or PS5 depending on what year this happens), and XBOX ONE.
Doing that would definitely boost sales. I would definitely buy it on the Nintendo Switch, and I might purchase it on Steam.
Another idea for the 45th or 50th anniversary is to remake Space Invaders Infinity Gene for Steam. Make it so it has mouse
controls, new levels, perhaps a two player mode that can be played locally or online, and maybe some new weapons.
I am very sorry for being so negative, but I had to. I hope that both Degica and Taito try to make Space Invaders something
amazing in the coming decade. Take my advice, you will not regret it. I think making the Space Invaders Extreme franchise into
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a trilogy would be great. Maybe hire me as the announcer voice for it. I am up for a job like that, regardless of how much I am
paid, just doing it would be the best thing in my life.. Extremely competitive! Such a great game. If this had a ranked playlist it'd
be my life ;) Would recommend, got all my friends playing it.. scifi Diablo... worth gettting.. I am liking the story, however this
game crash a lot 4/5 otherwise 5/5. If you were expecting something with nudity, mature content, or branching romance paths,
this isn't what you're looking for. Semi-misleading tags and pictures aside, It's a nice little VN with a cool premise. It is on the
very short side however, and seems overpriced for the amount of content that it offers.

The voice acting, while appreciated, can be a bit cringy at times. This is most notable when the voice actors are pronouncing
japanese words which just seem haphazardly thrown in because 'muh animuu'. It just doesn't fit perhaps as well as the devs
envisioned.

I will say that the art is phenominal, and was the primary drive for my purchase of the game in the first place. Though I wish
there was an easier way of finding out who did it, because the only way I can currently find out is by completing the game and
getting to the credits.

The characters seem likeable, though due to it's short length, I felt I didn't learn about them as much as I would have liked.
Would have loved to see more content. That, combined with a lot of missed opportunities for character development and
dialouge, is what kinda irritates me about this title.
Regardless, I enjoyed my time with it and was a bid sad with it's abrupt conclusion. It is a nice game, if overpriced. The sweet
story and fantastic art are the pillars that hold this game up. This is a great base for this studio to build on, and it's one that I
really hope they do. A tentative yes from me.
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